
Meeting Minutes STR Committee 02/24/21 

Meeting was called to order at 7:03PM 

Attendees were Elizabeth Craig, Christine Hinz, Clayton Kirking, Donay Queenan, Susan Raymond, Linda 

Reardon and Linda Swartz.  

Susan Raymond made a motion to approve the minutes of the 1/27 and 2/10, Clayton seconded it and 

the minutes were unanimously approved.  

OLD BUSINESS 

Survey 

Elizabeth noted she has the survey cards which will be distributed to all homes in all districts of the 

town. The total residential stock is approx. 710, smaller than what was originally assumed. Mailing lables 

indicate that many homes are owned by LLCs. Cards will be distributed to committee members for 

stamping and will be mailed Friday night. Will advise Nadja to email survey to her subscriber list Friday 

02.26, and to also put up on T-Gazette at same time. 

Granicus meeting was discussed. Response to meeting was generally positive. Awaiting notes from 

Granicus 

Quick review timing for final draft of proposed regulations, and sending to ZC 

• March 5th earliest completion possible, assuming we meet Mar. 3rd for final vote 

• ZC will vote on their own final draft mid-March 

• Public meeting likely for April/May pending approval of STR draft by ZBA 

 

NEW BUSINESS 

 

• Elizabeth reviewed the following summary made by committee member after the Granicus 

meeting:  

“double down on residency; sort out density; hire Granicus or another compliance firm; get an 

occupancy tax in place. Fees for renewals, and aggressive fees and fines are justifiable” 

Elizabeth provided an overview of the following proposed changes that have come to mind since 

attending the meeting with Granicus: 

1. Remove all day limits and check for any other redundancies 

2. Change owner occupied to “hosted rental of a room or rooms”, and non-owner occupied to 

“unhosted rental of entire dwelling” 

a. Suggest moving Accessory dwellings to this category, and allowing Owner to be 

Designated Local Host; removes restrictions and differences that may be irrelevant 

3. Add that all owners should be restricted to having only one principal residence in Town of 

Taghkanic 



4. Propose working with Granicus for identifying listings to keep strict adherance to residency 

requirement 

5. Keep variance process in place so as to lay out this process for the record 

6. Add requirement for record-keeping (3 year history) 

7. Sort out density – 10% would be less than double what we have at present (75 or 76 total) 

8. Increase cost of Inspection to $350 for Non-Hosted 

9. Add septic inspection to registration requirements, since it’s in Registration form 

10. Change language of Exception Permit to Conditional Use Permit, and include Sunset Permit in 

this broad category, at discretion of CEO but with potential to require appearance before 

Planning Board 

11. Identify clear and concise rationale and tie to mission and/or findings and purposes, for each 

regulation, before sending to ZC 

Density:  

Elizabeth noted that town roads total 40 linear miles; with County roads accounting for at 35 more 

miles, (not including Taconic Parkway). Therefore if the regulations stipulate 1 STR /1000LF, or 5.28 

residences allowed in each mile, the regulations would in effect permit up to 396 STRs. 

The above topics were discussed, Elizabeth will edit the regulations to incorporate her understanding of 

the 11 items along with tonight’s discussion for next weeks meeting. The following comments were 

made during the discussion:  

Committee members differed on whether a density cap should be established or just left to the Town. 

Christine was in favor of establishing a numerical cap.  

Elizabeth suggested that documentation of rationale behind the draft regulations should be provided to 

the ZBA to assist in their review of the draft regulations.  

Donay noted that Granicus suggested that the regulations include an insurance requirement specifically 

stating that STR operators provide proof of insurance coverage as a short term rental use. 

Clayton wishes to review Granicus notes specifically as they pertain to day limits 

Committee members differed on whether a variance process should be included. The circumstances 

under which a special use permit/use variance would be permitted were discussed. It was noted that 

the use table in the zoning code governs this, and that the Findings and Purposes section of the STR 

regulations should strike the reference to Inns and Conference facilities which are separately regulated 

in the zoning code. Under the proposed zoning code, Conferences can operate in residential areas as 

long as they have direct access to a State Route. Inns are allowed in all residential areas with a special 

use permit.  

Donay asked if residents in mixed-use areas can operate STR’s. they can operate B&B’s as of right or can 

apply to operate an STR.   

Susan asked whether the str regulations will be included in the new zoning document. It was noted that 

this will be a timing issue.  

The meeting was adjourned at 8:47PM 


